Artico Rods are manufactured in Italy by craftsmen with years of experience in
modern and traditional production processes and incorporate the highest quality
carbons and raw materials to produce a rod that is fit for purpose. Artico produce a
superb range of Boat, Surf Casting, Big Game (Popping & Vertical Jigging) and Travel
Rods for the discerning General Angler to the Top International Angler’s

BOAT RODS

Bluezone Fishing Limited was established in
2013 by Neil Bryant, England International
Boat Angler and two times World Boat Team
Champion. Neil initially focused as an Agent
for a number of high quality brands that were
introduced into the UK market. Since then
the Bluezone Brand has itself grown with
the introduction of many of its own branded
products, including a high quality rig range
under the Fishcatcher name. We cater for
the entry level angler right up to personally
designed rods being hand made in Italy
exclusively for Bluezone Fishing.
Our ethos is to search out top quality products
from respected brands throughout the
World and bring them into the UK so that our
developing angler can have access to some
of the finest quality products available. With
this in mind, Bluezone are now the exclusive
UK distributors for Sasame, the renowned
manufacturers of high quality Japanese Brand
of Hooks, Lines and Terminal Tackle that also
include the Shout, Ryugi and Jungle Gym ranges
of tackle. Also, we are proud to be the exclusive
UK distributor for Artico SRL, who specialise
in hand made rods being manufactured in the
families factory in Pordenone, Northern Italy.
These two brands offer a wide variety of top
quality fishing tackle products for all disciplines
and Bluezone are very proud to be working
exclusively with them
in growing the trust in the
3
quality throughout the UK.
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Artico Dinamite TNT Medium

Artico Dinamite TNT Strong

The Dinamite Medium covers the lighter casting weights from
100-160grams and is well balanced and is a good compromise
between power and sensitivity but is great fun to use and you
can feel the energy of the fish right through the blank, unlike
softer through action rods, so you get full enjoyment from the
fight. However, should you need to use additional pressure on
the fish or it lunges there is sufficient forgiveness in the blank to
maintain hold of your prey.

The Dinamite TNT Strong covers the medium casting weights
from 100-200grams and is well designed and the performance is
nothing short of exceptional. What strikes immediately is the ease
with which it handles casting 200grams. No other telescopic rod
has ever cast these weights so simply! When fishing the power of
the rod is amazing, so great that when you have a fish on the blank
is sensitive enough to allow the angler to appreciate how big the
prey is, even at considerable depth.

Our focus has also been to make it easy for
the consumer to be able to purchase these
products so we are pleased to be working
alongside a number of respected tackle shops
and also some larger store groups throughout
the UK, making it easier for everyone to gain
access to these top quality products.
We will continue to develop our ranges over
the coming years and to provide a quality
service to our selected partners and to look
for the newest trends in tackle from leading
manufacturers as well as developing our own
style of products.
Thank you for supporting our brands and if you
have any specific requirements we would be
pleased to hear from you.

Neil Bryant

Tips

Length (m)

Section

Casting Weight

2
2

4.0
5.0

6
7

100 - 160g
100 - 160g

Tips

Length (m)

Section

Casting Weight

2
2

4.0
5.0

6
7

100 - 200g
100 - 200g

Artico Dinamite TNT Extreme

Artico X-Power 3.80m

The Dinamite TNT Extreme is the most powerful and versatile
of the range and you can fish for just about anything as it can
handle weights from 100 to 500grams: When testing the rod easily
handled fishing with 1KG. The Stem Stress M40J Carbon mixed
with the HM30S guarantees progressive power mostly seen in
heavier, bulky rods. The Dinamite TNT Extreme is suitable for
most types of fishing from top, mid water and bottom fishing for
Conger, Cod and other large predators.

The X-POWER 3.80m is a 3 piece lightweight telescopic rod
specifically designed for deep sea boat fishing. Featuring
a double grommet system allowing you to fish at lengths of
3.0m (fully closed) 3.40m and 3.80 (fully extended) the rod is
exceptionally versatile.
Made in Italy from Artico’s finest high Modulus carbon blend
it can handle weights between 30-250grm and as its name
suggests offers the serious boat angler a powerful rod but at the
same time maintaining the feel of a much lighter rod. It comes
with a very strong, sensitive tip.

Tips

Length (m)

Section

Casting Weight

2
2

2.80
3.60

5
6

100-500g
100-500g

Tips

Length (m)

Section

Casting Weight

1

3.00 - 3.80

2

30-250g

Along with Bluezone Telepower 300 and 360 the Kraken NP has been designed in
conjunction with top English International and England Team Captain Neil Bryant and
is the latest Exclusive addition to Bluezone Fishing.
Bluezone Telepower 360

Bluezone Telepower 300

Artico LA150 and LA200 have been designed in collaboration with Italian
International Champions, Dominica and Mauro Salvatori specifically for fishing at
World Championship events. Powerful yet extremely light, these rods are one of the
best on the market for competition fishing.

Artico LA150 Series

The ultimate in lightweight telescopic rods specifically designed
for boat and kayak fishing for inshore species such as Bream,
Plaice and Bass. Being the shorter of the two the Telepower 300
comes into its own drift fishing from a kayak and features a super
slim blank that can be fished at lengths of 2.4 and 2.9m with the
use of a grommet fixed to the second section. This extremely
light and sensitive rod comes with two tips, a medium and strong
that can handle weights between 100-200g.

Tips

Length (m)

Section

Casting Weight

2

2.40 - 2.90

6

100 - 200g

The longest in the series, the Telepower 360 is best suited off the
boat with the additional length offering more than enough grunt
to handle larger species such as Tope and Cod. Featuring the
same super slim blank as the 300 it can be fished at lengths of 2.9
and 3.4m with the use of a grommet fixed to the second section.
This extremely light and sensitive rod comes with two tips, a
medium and strong that can handle weights between 100-200g.

Tips

Length (m)

Section

Casting Weight

2

2.90 - 3.40

6

100 - 200g

Specific balanced rods capable of casting weights up to 100, 150
and 200grams and that is what was developed and now these
rods are one of the best for competition fishing on the market.
Made with a high number of sections, they are fast, powerful
and feature an excellent performance when casting. Available
in 4 and 5m lengths, with a grommet fixed to the first section to
extend or reduce the length you fish at.

Artico LA200 Series

Specific balanced rods capable of casting weights up to 100,
150 and 200grams and that is what was developed and now
these rods are one of the best for competition fishing on the
market. Made with a high number of sections, they are fast,
powerful and feature an excellent performance when casting.
Available in 4 and 5m lengths, with a grommet fixed to the first
section to extend or reduce the length you fish at.

Tips

Length (m)

Section

Casting Weight

Tips

Length (m)

Section

Casting Weight

2
2

4
5

6
6

100 - 200g
100 - 200g

2
2

4
5

6
6

100 - 200g
100 - 200g

Artico Speedy Jiggle

Artico Twin Jiggle

The Speedy Jiggle 40-200g is at home in all light to medium inshore
boat and kayak fishing situations. Featuring a plug in nylon tip for
greater sensitivity and backed with a strong power horse butt
section the Speedy Jiggle is ideal for reef and wreck fishing
for Pollock, Cod, Bass and is fast proving itself as great an allrounder. The SJ tip offers exceptional bite detection when bait
fishing and on the drift for species such as Plaice and Gurnard.

As the title Twin suggests, this is indeed a multi-function rod
with jigging and lure fishing at its core it’s equally at home bait
fishing from both kayak and boat. It is made from high modulus
carbon in two sections with a separate nylon tip section that is
packed with sensitivity and strength. It is available in six sizes
between 1.80m-3.10m, all hand built in Italy by Artico.

Artico Kraken NP

Powerful, easy to use and well balanced. Suitable for top, mid
water and bottom fishing for small and large fish such as Conger
and Cod using weights up to 300g. Available in 3.60m, 4.20m and
4.80 lengths with a grommet fixed to the first section. Two hand
made nylon tips are especially made for this rod.
Tips

Length (m)

Section

Casting Weight

2
2
2

3.60
4.20
4.80

7
7
8

50-300g
50-300g
50-300g
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“Superb sport with Plaice on
the Bluezone Telepower”

Tips

Length (m)

Section

Casting Weight

Tips

Length (m)

Section

Casting Weight

1
1
1
1
1
1

1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.7
3.10

2
2
2
2
2
2

40 - 200g
40 - 200g
40 - 200g
40 - 200g
40 - 200g
40 - 200g

1
1
1
1
1
1

1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.7
3.10

2
2
2
2
2
2

40 - 200g
40 - 200g
40 - 200g
40 - 200g
40 - 200g
40 - 200g
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Surf RODS

A Specifically designed range for the serious UK angler the X Gladius series has been built to
withstand the demanding UK shore conditions and features Artico’s exclusive V.AR.AM, powerful
blank design and Double-Action Tip technology to increase casting ranges by over 25%

Artico Silente 5015 Rod Green
80 – 120g

Artico Silente 5015 Rod Blue
120 – 180g

A State of the Art series of three piece continental rods that
are dedicated to surfcasting. The Silente is manufactured by
Artico in their factory in Pordenone, Italy using unidirectional
composite carbon, differentiated in form and orientation and
V.AR.AM, this creates a fast action blank that is only 18mm in
diameter and incredibly light at only 558g, well balanced but
with a large reserve of power.

The Silente 5015 Blue casts up to 120-180grams. With its 4.5m
length, fast action and unique double action tip the fast and
responsive blank of this continental rod allows long distance
casting with ease along with superb bite detection, as used by
Former World Shore Angling Champion Chris Clarke. Available
with Fuji BNOG or Fuji Alconite K Guides.

Length (m)
4.5m

Section
3

Casting Weight
80-120g

Length (m)
4.5m

Section
3

Casting Weight
120-180g

Artico X – Gladius 3000
Special UK 4.5m

Artico X-Gladius 4000
UK Special 4.50m

The 3000 UK Edition has been made specifically for the UK
surfcasting market and features a very powerful construction
suited to the demanding UK shore fishing conditions. Constructed
from high modulus carbon the 3000 UK Edition tackles rough
ground and big tides with ease. These 3 section rods are available
in two weights 130/180gms, and 180/250gms for a choice of actions.

The range topping 4000 is the highest spec model in the X-Gladius
series and features blank construction with 9 different types of
carbon to produce a power house rod weighing only 600g! With
an exceptionally thin blank the 4000 has been designed for the
serious UK distance angler and offers unique performance that
allows you to effectively fish at long distances, in very rough
seas, yet retain sensitive bite detection. Artico has achieved
this through the incorporation of new tip Technology “Fibre
Pitch” which couples Ultra-Light carbon to the last 25cm.

A further innovation of this series of rods is the “double action”
top, whereby the last 10 inches have been treated with a special
system: the V.AR.AM which is patented exclusively for Artico by
Pordenone house. This allows for additional power in the final part
of the cast, adding 25% more range than a regular rod, a feature
proving very popular with match and recreational beach anglers.
Length (m)
4.50
4.50

Artico Silente 6016 4.5m

Section
3
3

Casting Weight
130/180g
180/250g

Artico X – Gladius 3000

This New design also provides additional support when casting
and copes with the added stresses of demanding UK conditions
as well as maintaining power throughout the cast and giving
up to 25% more distance. The range is composed of three
rods all with lengths of 4.50m with 80/130gms, 150/200gms and
180/250gms casting weights.
All rods are made with Fuji components right down to the
bottom of the Butt where a Fuji BRC rubber Butt Grip is fitted. All
models are also available with two types of Rings; Fuji K-Series
Alconite or Fuji BNOG.
Length (m)
4.50
4.50
4.50

Section
3
3
3

Casting Weight
80/130g
150/200g
180/250g

Chris Clarke – Former World
Sea Angling Champion (shore)
The range topping 6016 is the highest spec model in the
Silente series and features Artico’s highly refined V.AR.
AM unidirectional composite carbon to create a 4.5m
continental rod that is astonishingly light at just 485g. With an
exceptionally thin 16mm blank the 6016 completely redefines
the boundaries of beach casting rod design and takes shear
fishing pleasure to the next level. Two models are available
casting up to 150g or 200g with either Fuji BNOG or Fuji
Alconite K Guides.
Length (m)
4.5m
6

Section
3

Casting Weight
150 and 200g

At 4.30m the shortest of the X-Gladius range offers three casting weights:
80/130gms, 120/180gms, 180/240gms to suit all angling situations.
Again featuring Artico’s “double action” top. Whereby the last
10 inches have been treated with the V.AR.AM, patented by
Pordenone house which allows for additional power in the final part
of the cast, adding 25% more range than a regular rod, a feature
proving very popular with match and recreational beach anglers.
Length (m)
4.3
4.3
4.3

Section
3
3
3

Casting Weight
80-130g
120-180g
180-240g

Chris Rae - Team Cod’ Eds
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BIG GAME

Aquila Marina – Popping Series

Vampira Voyager – V.J Travel Series

Artico’s first complete popping series that is made entirely in
Italy and available in 10 different models to suit all requirements.
The fast actioned Aquila Marina is light, strong and due to its
length, very easy to handle in the boat. Built with the exclusive
Ferrari carbon and V-AR-AM and lightweight EVA grip the rod
can be made in any of the Fuji K series guides.

The New Vampira Voyager is made of three plug-in sections
with the best carbon composite, it’s designed to facilitate the
specialist angler on their travels. The compact size (only 60cm
in length) allows it to be carried as hand baggage but yet still
maintaining the same technical features as its two piece.

Experience, technology and tradition distinguish the Artico Big Game series. Created
in collaboration with some of the most prestigious Big Game champions, each
customisable rod is hand constructed with the most technologically sophisticated
materials available, including the exclusive Ferrari V-AR-AM Prepreg Carbon
composite and Fuji components.
Artico Colibri Boat Rod

Made from High Modulus T700
Pre-Preg Ferrari Carbon V.AR.AM
exclusively granted to Artico by Ferrari

Length (ft)
7’0”-7’6”

A unique and distinguished style and performance from Artico.
The Colibrì range aims to offer a well-balanced rod that is
sensitive and reactive yet with a great resource of energy. Light
in the hand the Ferrari Carbon blank offers adaptive progressive
power to tame fish like snapper and amberjack and equally at
home targeting big UK species such as Conger and Ling, making
it a highly versatile rod” – fully customisable (guides, reel seat)

		
8’6”-9’0”
		

Gr
60-120
80-140
100-240
60-120
80-140

PE Line
3-4
4-5
5-8
3-4
4-5

Max Drag Lbs
20
30
50
20
30

Vampira – V.J Series

Length 7’,0” • Lbs 4-6-8-10-12-16-20
Elements: 2 • Handle: 68cm • Tip end: 156cm • Plug-in “put in”
Rings: Fuji Alconite CLAG – Fuji Alconite CHBNH

MULTIPLIER REEL
Artico EVA Multiplier Reel
The Artico EVA is designed for the most demanding Angler. It
is compact and light weight compared to similar products of
the same size and features high fluidity in its gearing giving
supreme operating smoothness. Manufactured by renowned
Italian specialists Everol, in partnership with Artico, it is built
from precision components and CNC machines using the highest
quality materials available. The EVA is available in 4 sizes 12, 20,
30 and 50.

The Honoria Caesar – Stand up Series

Built for anglers targeting the largest marine predators such
as Bluefin Tuna, Marlin and Sailfish. These are very accurate,
efficient rods that have been hand built in Italy to withstand the
worlds’ most powerful fighting fish. With actions ranging from
20/30 lb to 50/80 lb they are able to cover the needs of any big
game situation. Being fully customisable anglers can choose
the components that they prefer, for example the ALPS rollers or
WT rollers. Progressive yet reactive the Ferrari carbon blank is
extremely light. Available in 165cm as standard or 185cm Hybrid
model aimed at those fishing from boats equipped with outboard
motors.

The Vampira has a length of 1.60m and supports weights of 60350g. Lightweight and specialised to allow very quick and easy
jigging without straining the arm of the angler, it is made from
PREPREG FERRARI carbon –V-AR-AM exclusive for Artico and
features a Fuji Alconite CMNAG mount and a truly luxurious finish.
Quick and fast, both for deep sea and midwater fishing it offers
first class sensitivity.
Length (m)

Section

Casting Weight

1.60m

2

60-350g

Size Gear Ratio Weight Capacity Mono Max
				 Line			 Drag
12W
20W
30W
50W

4.8:1
4.8:1
3.7:1
2.9:1

680g
820g
1350g
1850g

5+1
6
6
6

750lb
880lb
650lb
1.100lb

450
700
400
620

20lb
30lb
50lb
80lb

Length 165 - 185cm • Lbs 20-30 30-50 50-80
8
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This range of rigs and feathers have been specially sourced and selected by England
International Anglers and World Champions Neil Bryant and Ray Barron. They are suitable
for all forms of Sea Fishing and can be used when fishing from a boat, shore or pier and
are made from good quality components making them some of the best available.

SHORE & BOAT RIGS
1 Hook Clipped Rig 2/0

2 Hook Long Flapper Rig 2

The clipped rig enables you
long distance casting. For
use from a boat, shore or
pier. Very good for catching
cautious fish like Bass and
comes with super sharp
2/0 hook.

Great for patternoster,
uptide boat fishing or for
casting from the shore
or pier. The hooks are
super sharp and ideal for
catching Codling, Whiting,
Smoothound and large
Bream.

SKU: 123975

SKU: 123980

Clip Up Rig 1/0
The Clip Up rig enables you
to cast delicate baits long
distances. As the clip has
been reversed and the bait
is presented hard on the
bottom once unclipped and
also maximises the distance
between bait and lead to
prevent tangles.

SKU: 123930

2 Hook Clipped Rig 1/0
Ideal for fishing over
clean ground for Whiting,
Dogfish, Codling and
Flat fish. This clipped
rig assures the bait is
presented well on contact
with the ocean, the
cascade swivel keeps it
neat during the cast.

SKU: 123970

2 Hook Loop Rig 1/0
Use from the shore or
pier to catch Codling,
Whiting, Dogfish and
Smoothounds. Ideal
rig for medium to long
range casting over clean
ground.

2 Hook Flapper Rig 1/0
A great all rounder, can be
used on the shore, pier or
boat. Super sharp hooks
come as standard with
our rigs.

SKU: 123960

SKU: 123955

Pulley Pennel Rig 1/0
Ideal rig for fishing over
rough ground and fishing
at distance for big fish.
Can be used from the
shore or pier and from a
boat when casting with
grip lead. Ideal for Rays,
Dog fish, Codling and
Smoothounds with super
sharp quality hooks.
SKU: 123950

Three Hook Paternoster Rig 2
A three hook rig with a 2
up 1 down arrangement
using size 2 baitholder
hooks presented on 25lb
trace off of a 60lb body
line. This is an ideal rig for
targeting multiple catches
from shore or boat and
particularly effective for
species such as Whiting
and Codling.
SKU: 123890

Two Down Flowing Rig 2 Baitholder
Designed for uptide,
downtide or drift fishing
from boat or kayak. The
rig comes with a boom
already attached to save
you time. The hook is a
size 2 bait holder ideal
for larger worms and
fish strips, complete with
attractor beads.
SKU: 123905

Two Down Flowing Rig 4 Baitholder

“Bluezone angler Kyle Waterhouse
in the Ocean Kayak Classic 2015”
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SHORE & BOAT RIGS

Jim Whippy and his multiple match winning rig,
the Three Hook Paternoster
Two Hook Paternoster Rig 2 baitholder

Designed for uptide,
downtide or drift fishing
from boat or kayak. The
rig comes with boom
already attached to save
you time. The hook is a
size 4 bait holder ideal for
small bunches of worms,
complete with attractor
beads.

Ideal from both shore
and boat the two hook
paternoster rig uses size
2 super sharp baitholder
hooks allowing you to
present two baits at a time,
doubling your chances.

123910

SKU: 123920

Easy Cast Childrens Rig 8

Easy Cast Fish Finder 4

The secret parents rig
that keeps both children
and parents entertained!
The rig is a traditional
‘scratching’ style rig that
uses 3 small size 8 hooks,
perfect for targeting mini
and unusual species from
shore and boat.

A 3 up rig made with super
sharp size 4 worm hooks
that has been designed
for ‘easy casting’ and easy
fishing. This simple rig is
ideal for shorter range
fishing from boat, pier and
rocks where multiple baits
can be used to attract the
fish.

SKU:123915

SKU: 123885
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SHORE & BOAT RIGS

FEATHER RIGS

3 Hook Flapper Rig 1

Big Fish Rig 7/0

The three hook flapper
is a super rig suitable
for using from the shore,
pier or boat when used
as a patternoster. It’s
versatile and suitable
hook sizes 1/0 catch
most species of fish and
the hooks are fine and
sharp.

This is the rig for
catching big fish in the
tide. The extra long
trace line allows the
bait freedom to flow
and the wire section
prevents bite offs.
Superb for baiting with
whole Squid, Cuttle or
Mackeral Flapper.

SKU: 123965

SKU: 123985

Flowing Rig 4/0

2 Hook Wishbone Rig 4/0

This rig is ideal for
uptide or downtide
from a boat and comes
with the boom already
attached to save you
time. The hook we use
is a 4/0 good quality
sharp hook ideal for
Bass, Pollack, Cod and
Rays.

The Wishbone rig
presents two baits close
together and improves
scent trails. It can be
fished both uptide
and downtide and is
particularly effective
on the drift. Fitted with
two 4/0 hooks it targets
larger fish such as Ray,
Cod and Smoothound.

SKU: 123995

SKU: 123990

FEATHER RIGS
3 Hook Feather Rig 2/0

SKU: 124000

Made with three 2/0 hooks the feather rig is designed to
imitate bait fish to attract bait fish species such as mackerel
and herring. The feather rig is also particularly successful at
targeting Pollock and can even be baited to catch Whiting and
Cod, a great all rounder!

The Hokkai Luminus Rig uses glow in the dark or luminous lures
attached to the three hooks in order to entice fish to the rig.
Best used in deeper water or in poor light conditions where the
added visibility can give you an edge with species such as Cod,
Whiting and Pollock.
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SKU: 124010

SKU: 124020

The sea reflector rig uses highly reflective foil on the hooks to
imitate bait fish schools such as Sprats and Sandeels. Made
from high quality components it’s best used in bright sunlit
conditions to maximise the effectiveness of the reflection.

Similar in style to the reflector rig but using silver tinsel instead,
again on 2/0 hooks. Made from high quality components this is
an absolute classic in bait fishing for mackerel and herring as
they replicate schools of baitfish. Works well in all conditions.

4 Hook White Flash
Rig 2/0

5 Hook Hokkai Purple
Rig 2/0

SKU: 124015

SKU: 124005

Made from high quality components the white flash rig uses
white lures as the attraction base. Works well in all conditions
and even more so at night. 2/0 hooks to suit the mouth sizes of
Mackerel and Herring.

The Hokkai Purple rig uses slightly larger purple Hokkai style
lures on 2/0 hooks and due to the size are particularly effective at
targeting larger Pollock, Cod and Bass along with the usual bait
species. Made from high quality line and using 5 hooks this rig
can be deadly for hooking large string of big fish in a single drop.

5 Hook Mini Hokkai
Rig 4

5 Hook Purple Flasher
Rig 2/0

3 Hook Hokkai Luminus Rig 1/0

SKU: 124025

4 Hook Silver Tinsel
Rig 2/0

4 Hook Sea Reflector
Rig 2/0

SKU: 124035

SKU: 124030

The Mini Hokkai rig uses smaller size 4 mini Hokkai style lures
to target smaller bait species such as smelt, herring and Launce
but will at the same time attract the usual species such as
Mackerel. Made from high quality components this is the go to
rig for mini species.

Made from high quality components the purple flasher rig uses
long trailing purple reflective ‘flashers’ to imitate bait schools
and Sandeels. With 5 razor sharp hooks this rig is very effective
when the fish are feeding on Sandeel.
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Code S-853

The S-859 is superb for catching baitfish such as Launce,
Sandeel , Mackerel and others. Made with the finest “fish skin”
style lures, coloured in Silver and Green. 6 razor sharp Sasame
Hooks combined with the highest quality monofilaments, swivels
and clips and available in 1.6 and 1.8m lengths and a range of
hook sizes.

Sasame S-861 Sabiki Feathers

Sasame Z-007 Sabiki Feathers

Code S-861

The S-853 is an imitation prawn pattern in Green, Pink and
Yellow that also includes the additional small reflective beads to
imitate the eye of the shrimp and offer a strike point for the fish.
6 razor sharp Sasame Hooks combined with the highest quality
monofilaments, swivels and clips and available in 1.6 and 1.8m
lengths and a range of hook sizes.

Code S-854

Size: 4, 7 and 8

Sasame S-854 Sabiki Feathers

The S-854 is a miniature white flash rig that combines small
white strips along with coloured bead heads to imitate schooling
baitfish. 6 razor sharp Sasame Hooks combined with the highest
quality monofilaments, swivels and clips and available in 1.6 and
1.8m lengths and a range of hook sizes.
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Sasame S-855 Sabiki Feathers

Code S-855

Size: 4 and 8

The S-851 also uses Prawn/Shrimp pattern with the addition of
small reflective beads to imitate the eye of the shrimp and offer
a strike point for the fish. 6 razor sharp Sasame Hooks combined
with the highest quality monofilaments, swivels and clips and
available in 1.6 and 1.8m lengths and a range of hook sizes.

The S-855 is a miniature high gloss flash rig that combines small
glossy white strips along with coloured bead heads to imitate
schooling baitfish. 6 razor sharp Sasame Hooks combined with
the highest quality monofilaments, swivels and clips and available
in 1.6 and 1.8m lengths and a range of hook sizes.

Code S-859

The S-861 is a Prawn/Shrimp pattern with the addition of small
Lumi (glow in the dark) beads to attract fish in low light and dark
conditions, ideal at night or deep water. 6 razor sharp Sasame
Hooks combined with the highest quality monofilaments, swivels
and clips and available in 1.6 and 1.8m lengths and a range of
hook sizes.

Code Z-007

Size: 4, 6 and 8

Sasame S-853 Sabiki Feathers

Sasame S-859 Sabiki Feathers

The S-858 is a miniature white flash rig made with a mini long
shank hook to imitate schooling baitfish. 6 razor sharp Sasame
Hooks combined with the highest quality monofilaments, swivels
and clips and available in 1.6 and 1.8m lengths and a range of
hook sizes.

Size: 4,7 and 8

Code S-851

Size: 4 and 6

Sasame S-851 Sabiki Feathers

Please note: Japanese hook sizes are the reverse of European sizes
on all Sabiki Rigs.

Size: 4, 6 and 8

Code S-858

The S-301 is an imitation Prawn/Shrimp pattern in pink made
with 5 super sharp Sasame hooks presented on a 3cm high
quality monofilament snoods and spaced 20cm apart this 1.3m
long rig is the smallest in the Sabiki range and is particularly
effective for targeting mini species over rough ground.

Size: 4, 6 and 8

Sasame S-858 Sabiki Feathers

Three times EFSA European Boat Champion
Ray Barron

Size: 6 and 8

Code S-301

Sabiki FEATHER RIGS

Size: 6 and 8

Sasame S-301 Sabiki Feathers

Please note: Japanese hook sizes are the reverse of European sizes
on all Sabiki Rigs.

The Z-007 is the only rig in the Sabiki range that is constructed
with cross beads to aid presentation by allowing great rotation
of the hook snood when a fish is hooked. Featuring Lumi beads,
white flash and tinsel these lures are tied to 5 razor sharp Sasame
Hooks and combined with the highest quality monofilaments,
swivels and clips to produce a very neat presentation.

Sasame Z-008 Sabiki Feathers

Code Z-008

Size: 6, 8 and 10

Sabiki FEATHER RIGS

The Z-008 is an 8 hook rig constructed with a mix of pink and
white lures, Lumi bead heads to create high attraction for bait
fish such as Launce, Mackerel, Pouting and Sandeel. Made from
highest quality monofilaments, swivels and clips this is a rig for
catching lots of bait very quickly.
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Monofilament line
Alcedo Titanium Soft 150m

DiP Chromium PRO 150m Line

BRAID LINE
Bluezone are the exclusive UK distributors of Shout products. We have a small range in stock
and if you have an enquiry then please contact us and we will be happy to send you a specific
Shout catalogue.

Sasame LDY-2 Dyneema
Braided 125m Yellow
Code: TISOFT150

Code CHRPRO150

A revolutionary treatment in a hot ion bath just after extrusion
makes this line extraordinarily soft while extra long polymer
chains and high density give it a fantastic linear knot strength.
Recommended as a premium high quality line and for rigs and
leaders as it is clear in colour and very low diameter for its
specified breaking strain.

DiP Chromium Pro is the most popular line in Italy and for
good reason. This line encompasses a soft colypolymer core
monofilament technology from Japan. It is Smooth and offers
low visibility and a highly abrasion resistant outer coating. A
fantastic memory free line specifically created for long distance
casting this line is extremely soft and well suited to the demands
of the modern angler.

Line Diameter: 0.133 (5lb), 0.148 (6lb), 0.165 (8lb), 0.185 (10lb),
0.205 (12lb), 0.235 (15lb), 0.265 (21.6lb), 0.285 (23lb ), 0.305 (25.9lb),
0.350 (33lb), 0.400 (46lb)

Line Diameter: 0.40mm (20.5kg), 0.45mm (27.5kg),
0.50mm (35.5kg)

DiP Chromium PRO 300m Line

Sasame LDY-3 Dyneema
Braided 100m Superlight

Code LDY-2

Code LDY-3

Made from 100% PE Line, the finish is round and tight with
superb strength and ultra low stretch for the fine diameter
range available.

Supreme casting distances can be achieved with this Super
Light Samuline. The diameter of this braid is 1/3 that of Nylon
and is available in very fine sizes, perfect for Light Rock
Fishing and targeting Mini Species.

Line Diameter: 0.12mm (5.5kg), 0.16mm (7.4kg), 0.20mm (9.3kg),
0.23mm (12kg), 0.26mm (17.4kg), 0.30mm (22kg)

Line Diameter: 0.04mm (3.4kg), 0.08mm (5.6kg), 0.12mm (7.2kg),
0.16mm (10.5kg), 0.20mm (15.4kg), 0.23mm (18.4kg), 0.26mm
(23.5kg), 0.30mm (28.9kg), 0.35mm (33.5kg), 0.40mm (39.5kg),
0.45mm (49kg)

Sasame LDY-5 Pe
Super Braided Line 300m

Sasame LDY-6 Pe
Premium Braided Line 300m

Code: CHRPRO300

A revolutionary treatment in a hot ion bath, just after extrusion
makes this line extraordinarily soft while the extra-long polymer
chains and its high density give it a fantastic linear knot strength.
Line Diameter: 0.205mm (5.150kg), 0.235mm (6.450kg), 0.285mm
(10.2kg), 0.305mm (11.5kg), 0.350mm (14.5kg)

Fluorocarbon line
Sasame LFL-1 Fluorocarbon 50m

Sasame LFL-2 Fluorocarbon 250m

Code: LFL-1

With superb strength and high durability, faster sinking speed
and does not stretch as much as normal lines. Superb for leaders
and snoods, you will be impressed by its quality.
Line Diameter: 0.08mm (.56kg), 0.09mm (.66kg), 0.10mm (.98kg),
0.12mm (1.20kg), 0.14mm (1.27kg), 0.16mm (1.67kg), 0.18mm
(2.07kg), 0.20mm (2.44kg), 0.22mm (2.96kg), 0.25mm (3.86kg),
0.28mm (4.44kg), 0.30mm (5.10kg), 0.35mm (6.30kg), 0.38mm
(7.80kg), 0.40mm (9.50kg), 0.50mm (13.20kg), 0.60mm (18.90kg),
0.72mm (24.60kg), 0.78mm (27.30kg)
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Code LDY-5

Code LDY-6

The finest 4 strand Japanese PE braid. Made from super
polyethylene fibre the LDY-5 features new 5 colour change
technology with a colour change at 10m intervals. The ideal
braid for deep sea fishing for hard fighting fish such as Pollock,
Cod and Conger. Sold in 300m spools and comes complete with
line tensioning spool.

The finest 8 strand Japanese PE braid. Made from super
polyethylene fibre the LDY-6 features new colour change
technology with a colour change at 10m intervals. The ideal
braid for deep sea fishing and shore casting for hard fighting fish
such as Pollock, Cod and Conger. Sold in 300m spools and comes
complete with line tensioning spool.

Line Diameter: 0.24mm (11kg), 0.27mm (13kg), 0.30mm (15.50kg),
0.34mm (21kg)

Line Diameter: 0.24mm (13.5kg), 0.27mm (17kg), 0.30mm (20kg),
0.34mm (26kg), 0.38mm (32kg), 0.42mm (37kg), 0.48mm (48kg)

Code: LFL-2

Superb strength, high durability, with faster sinking speed than
normal lines, and excellent durability make it one of the best
qualities on the market today.
Line Diameter: 0.14mm (1.27kg), 0.16mm (1.67kg), 0.18mm
(2.07kg), 0.20mm (2.44kg), 0.22mm (2.96kg), 0.25mm (3.86kg),
0.28mm (4.44kg), 0.30mm (5.10kg), 0.35mm (6.30kg)
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Sasame, Fishermans Energy has been established since 1946 and manufactures
High Quality fishing hooks, lines, rods, reels and related fishing tackle products, using
the very best of materials available. Bluezone are pleased to be the sole distributor to
the UK for SASAME’S fine range of Hooks, Lines and Terminal Tackle.

EYED HOOKS
Sasame F-915 Feeder NS

Sasame F-893 Ls Ringed NS

EYED HOOKS
Sasame F-400 Light Circle St NS

Sasame F-724 Chinu Ringed Black Nickel

Code: F-893

Code: F-915

Ideal hook for most species from small dogfish to large rays.
Needlepoint sharpness for better hook penetration & amp;
strong hook hold for larger fish.
Size: 2 (16pcs), 4 (16pcs), 6 (16pcs), 8 (16pcs)

Code: F-400

Code: F-724

The ultimate live or dead bait hook for catching bass, tope and
smooth hound. Made from heavy gauge carbon wire with a straight
eye, fine barbed and strong.

Ideal hook for large, hard fighting bream. Lightweight, sharp and
strong high powered carbon.

Size: 2 (8pcs), 2/0 (6pcs), 4/0 (4pcs)

Sasame F-741 Keiru Ringed Black Nickle

Size: 2 (13pcs), 4 (15pcs), 5 (16pcs), 6 (17pcs), 7 (17pcs)

Code: F-769

Lightweight, sharp and strong high powered carbon. Use with soft
bait or snelling if preferred for large, hard fighting bream, triggers.

Use for large, hard fighting bream, triggers, bass, bull huss, ray. Sharp,
strong high powered carbon. The slightly turned in shank makes it
ideal for soft & hard bait presentation and snelling if preferred.

Sasame F-955 Worm (Baitholder)
Black Nickel

Code: F-950

Code: F-955

Ideal hook for most soft plastics, forged to a shape to allow better
lure presentation. Sharp and strong hook hold for larger fish.

Ideal for small dogfish to large rays. Baitholder barbed shank,
sharp and strong high powered carbon hook hold for larger fish.

Size: 2 (6pcs), 1 (6pcs), 1/0 (6pcs), 2/0 (6pcs), 3/0 (6pcs)

Size: 2 (6pcs), 1 (6pcs), 1/0 (6pcs), 2/0 (6pcs), 3/0 (6pcs)

TREBLE HOOKS

Size: 2 (8pcs), 4 (10pcs), 6 (13pcs), 8 (15pcs), 10 (16pcs),
2/0 (6pcs), 4/0 (4pcs)

Sasame F-980 FI-1 NS

Sasame TEN-1B Tenka - Black Nickel

An ideal fly fishing hook with an inward pointing eye for easy
tying for either dry or wet flies. Very sharp and strong high
powered carbon.

Ideal for pike, zander dead and live bait fishing or for adding to
your plugs & lures. Sharp and strong.

Size: 8 (15pcs), 10 (15pcs), 12 (15pcs), 14 (15pcs), 16 (15pcs),
18 (15pcs)

Size: 2 (5pcs), 1 (5pcs), 4 (5pcs), 6 (6pcs), 8 (6pcs), 12 (6pcs),
14 (6pcs),

Sasame F-888 Kamikaze NS

Sasame F-875 Wormer-Black Nickel

Code: F-980
Code: F-875

Code: F-888

Versatile, use for small flatfish to bream. Lightweight, sharp and
strong high powered carbon hook.
Size:2 (15pcs), 3 (15pcs), 4 (15pcs), 5 (15pcs), 6 (15pcs), 7 (15pcs),
8 (15pcs), 9 (15pcs), 10 (15pcs), 11 (15pcs), 12 (15pcs), 14 (15pcs)

The largest hook in the Sasame range, sharp, strong and
lightweight. Ideal for larger baits such as whole squid, cuttle and
mackeral fillets.
Size: 2/0 (7pcs), 4/0 (5pcs), 6/0 (4pcs), 8/0 (2pcs),10/0 (2pcs)
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Size: 2 (7pcs), 4 (8pcs), 6 (10pcs)

Sasame F-769 Iseama Ringed Black Nickle

Code: F-741

Size: 2 (15pcs), 4 (15pcs), 6 (15pcs), 8 (15pcs) 10 (15pcs),
12 (15pcs), 14 (15pcs), 16 (15pcs)

Sasame F-950 Worm Offset
Black Nickel

A heavy gauge carbon hook suitable for fresh water and sea
when targeting triggers or cat fish.

Code: TEN-1B
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SPADE END HOOKS

Sasame F-795 Koaji Douchi Nickle

Sasame F-729 Chinu Barbless NS

Code: F-729

Sasame F-730 Sode Nickel

Code: F-730

Extremely sharp and strong for targeting large carp and other
species when a barbless hook is needed.

With short shank, wide gape, perfect for small worms, for small
species of fish. Sharp and lightweight.

Size: 2 (16pcs), 4 (18pcs), 6 (20pcs), 8 (21pcs)

Size: 12 (22pcs), 14 (23pcs), 16 (23pcs), 18 (23pcs), 20 (22pcs),
22 (22pcs), 24 (21pcs)

Code: F-795

Code: F-800

Ideal for small soft baits like crab flesh & prawn. A superb hook
hold with a fine barb on the internal angle.

Ideal for small soft baits like crab flesh & prawn. A superb hook
hold with a fine barb on the internal angle.

Size: 4 (18pcs), 6 (19pcs), 8 (20pcs), 10 (21pcs), 12 (22pcs)

Size: 10 (23pcs), 12 (23pcs), 14 (24pcs), 16 (24pcs), 18 (24pcs),
20 (24pcs), 22 (24pcs)

Sasame F-810 Chika Nickle

Sasame F-745 Yamame-Nickel Hooks

Sasame F-777 EDO Nickle

Code: F-745

Code: F-777

Lightweight forged spade end hook with extra wide gape and
inverted medium shank for larger bait. Sharp and strong.
Size: 2 (20pcs), 4 (20pcs), 6 (20pcs), 8 (20pcs), 10 (20pcs)
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Sasame F-800 Abumi Nickle

Sasame F-895 Matching Nickel

Code: F-810

Code: F-895

An ideal for most small species of fish, a superb hook for fresh
water match fishing with pinkies, squats and bloodworm. A
sharp and lightweight hook.

An ideal for most small species of fish, a superb hook for fresh
water match fishing with pinkies, squats and bloodworm. A
sharp and lightweight hook.

Size: 10 (23pcs), 12 (23pcs), 14 (24pcs), 16 (24pcs), 18 (24pcs),
20 (24pcs), 22 (24pcs)

Size: 16 (20pcs), 18 (20pcs), 20 (20pcs), 22 (20pcs), 24 (20pcs)

Sasame F-913 Oygui Dull Black

Sasame F-983 Hokori-Nickel

Code: F-913

Code: F-983

A longer shank perfect for small worms and pieces of fish and
squid strip. Sharp and lightweight for most small species of fish.

A slightly turned hook with a fine barb on the internal angle. The
hook allows for fine bait, sharp and lightweight.

For small and large species; bream, wrasse, mackerel & garfish.
With a long shank, sharp and strong.

Size: 8 (18pcs), 10 (18pcs), 12 (18pcs), 14 (18pcs), 16 (18pcs)

Size: 4 (18pcs), 6 (18pcs), 8 (18pcs), 10 (18pcs)

Size: 6 (16pcs), 8 (16pcs), 10 (16pcs), 12 (16pcs)
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BEADS
Bluezone Micro Beads 0.40mm

BEADS
Bluezone Mini Micro Beads 0.16-0.22mm

Sasame P-304 Glow Beads

Sasame P-247 Spark Bead Red

SKU: 124055

SKU: 124060

Code: P-247

Code: P-304

Clear Micro Beads designed for lines up to 0.40mm diameter.
Almost transparent, crimped into place or glue into position.
4g bag contains approx 400 beads.

Mini Micro Beads for lines between 0.16 and 0.22mm diameter.
Crimp into place or glue into position. 3g bag contains approx
400 beads

Hard, superb and will attract Dabs, Flounder, Plaice and many other
inquisitive species. Available in a number of sizes.

Available in two small sizes; these superb little glow beads will
attract inquisitive species of fish; Dabs, Flounder and Plaice.

Size: 2 (45pcs), 3 (45pcs), 3.5 (40pcs), 4 (35pcs), 5 (25pcs).

Size: 1, 2

Sasame P-187 Glow Bead

Sasame P-235 Oval Glow Bead

Sasame P-360 Crystal Egg Ball

Code: P-187

Code: P-235

Luminous and will attract inquisitive species of fish they work
really well in murky water or on dull days. Available in a number
of sizes.

Luminous oval beads will attract inquisitive species of fish they
work really well in murky water or on dull days. Available in a
number of sizes.

Size: 0 (70pcs), 1 (60pcs), 2 (50pcs), 3 (40pcs), 3.5 (30pcs),
4 (24pcs), 5 (15pcs).

Size: SS (7pcs), S (7pcs), M (7pcs).

Sasame P-242 Soft Glow Bead

Code: P-242

Available in a number of sizes, these luminous beads will attract
inquisitive species of fish with the added softness that can help
when fish are feeding. Superb attractors and work really well in
murky water or on dull days.
Size: 1 (40pcs), 2 (35pcs), 3 (30pcs), 3.5 (25pcs), 4 (20pcs).
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Sasame P-245 Spark Beads

Sasame P-382 Two Way T-Zone Bead

Code: P-360

Code: P-382

P-360 R8 Crystal Egg Ball in Red, Yellow, Orange or Green.

Sasame Clear Cross Beads with a fixed extension and clear tubing
sleeve for attaching the snood are designed to rotate the snood
around the rig body. Made semi-transparent they offer reduced
visibility to the fish in clear waters, making them less shy of the rig.

Size: 8mm, 10mm.

Size: S: 1.2-4 (6pcs), M: 2-6 (6pcs), L: 3-8 (6pcs).

Sasame P-405 Clear 2 way Bead

Sasame P-406 Lumi 2 way Bead

Code: P-245

Code: P-405

Code: P-406

Hard, superb and will attract Dabs, Flounder, Plaice and many
other inquisitive species. Available in a number of sizes.

Designed to rotate the snood around the rig body, semitransparent, with two holes. The different sizes allow for
variable diameters of line.

Designed to rotate the snood around the rig body and are to
attract the fish in murky water. Outstanding strength, superb
luminous quality and perfect in shape. These beads allow your
rig to rotate in two ways, down through the rig body and through
the snood length, preventing tangles and line breakages.

Size: 2 (45pcs), 3 (45pcs), 3.5 (40pcs), 4 (35pcs), 5 (25pcs).

Size: 3S (20pcs), SS (20pcs), S (20pcs) M (18pcs), L (16pcs),
LL (14pcs), 3L (8pcs)

Size: S (15pcs), SS (17pcs), M (13pcs) L (11pcs), LL (10pcs).
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BEADS

Accessories
Sasame PA280
2 Way Spring Bead (20×6)

Sasame PA200
Rubber Stopper Glow

Code: P-204

Code: PA200

Code: PA280

The ultimate high glow attractor bead. Great attractor for
Scad, Garfish, Mackerel and many other species. Size: M

Clear Cross Beads with a spring extension, semi-transparent
with two holes. Size: S (2-5), M (3-7), L (5-10), LL (6-16).

SWIVELS
Sasame 210-A
Power Stainless Swivels

Crane Style swivels made from the finest quality stainless steel.
Size: 2/0 (4pcs), 1/0 (4pcs), 1 (5pcs), 2 (7pcs), 4 (10pcs),
6 (10pcs), 8 10pcs) 10 (10pcs).

Code: 210-C

Intersnap Swivels made from the finest quality stainless steels.
Size: 2/0 (2pcs), 1/0 (2pcs), 1 (3pcs), 2 (4pcs), 3 (5pcs), 4 (6pcs),
6 (6pcs), 8 (5pcs), 10 (5pcs).
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A specialist LRF lure clip for targeting larger species such as
Bass and Pollack.

Size: M (6pcs)

Size: M (8kg).

Sasame P-207
Rubber Loop Stopper

Code: P-207

Snap Swivels made from the finest quality stainless steels.
Size: 2/0 (2pcs), 1/0 (2pcs), 1 (3pcs), 2 (4pcs), 3 (5pcs), 4 (6pcs),
6 (6pcs), 8 (6pcs).

Create a loop in the line without the use of knots, crimps or
beads.
Size: L (4pcs).

Sasame 210-D
Hooksnap Swivels

Sasame 210-C
Power Intersnap Swivels

Code: P-402

Prevents the float from sliding up the line, can be adjusted to
the depth you are fishing.

Sasame 210-B
Power Stainless Snap Swivels

Code: 210-B

Code: 210-A

Sasame P-402
Ika Dakko Snap Clip

Sasame P-204
Float Stopper

Sasame P-228
Hook Pipe Attractors

Sasame PA-240
Stick Float Stopper

Code: 210-D

Code: P-228

Code: PA-240

Made from the finest quality stainless steels.
Size: 2/0 (2pcs), 1/0 (2pcs), 2 (3pcs), 4 (5pcs), 6 (5pcs), 8 (5pcs).

Mini feathered tubes designed to be attached just above the
shank of the hook.
Colour: Gold (10pcs), Pink (10pcs), White (10pcs)

Inline stick float to be threaded onto the mainline and locked in
place using the special threading device provided.
Size: S (5pcs), M (5pcs), L (5pcs).
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JUNGLEGYM LRF LIGHT
ROCK FISHING

Shout Dangan Casting Jigs

JungleGym J400
Micro Offset Hook

JungleGym J401
Micro Offset Hook Red

Code: J400

Code: J401

Use with soft plastic lures such as paddletails, worms and stick
baits. Thin wired, sharp point and an oversized eye for easy
rigging.

Thin wired, sharp point and an oversized eye for easy rigging.
Use with red, worm type baits, camouflaging the hook.

Size: 3 (10pcs), 4 (10pcs), 6 (10pcs)

Size: 3 (10 pcs), 4 (10pcs), 6 (10pcs)

Junglegym J403
Ring Rocker Offset Hook

Bluezone are the exclusive UK distributors of Shout products. We have a small range
in stock and if you have an enquiry then please contact us and we will be happy to
send you a specific Shout catalogue.

The Dangan is no standard Jig! It has been specially designed
for shore fishing and features a tail-weighted balance system
and triangular shape to reduce air resistance, giving a stable
flying position when casting. In Short this slow sinking lure can
be cast a very long way from the shore. The Dangan has a flat
upper side and beveled underside that causes it to flutter as it
sinks, imitating an injured baitfish whilst it is falling through the
water column.

The lure can be fished a number of way and produces a proper
swimming action from a straight retrieve and can also be fished
in a more traditional sink and draw jigging style. We have found
the lure to work very well on the drop and the beauty with the
Dangan is it allows you to work a large volume of water in a
single cast. We recommend playing with the different styles until
you find the depth the fish are feeding at.
The Dangan is suitable for all inshore predatory sea fish including
Pollock, Wrasse and Bass and is also proving very productive for
Mackerel, Garfish and even Launce! The Smaller 3g and 5g sizes
will take a variety of mini species and jigging along the quay
or harbor wall is a proven winner. Freshwater species such as
Trout, Pike and Perch will also find this lure too much to resist.
The Jig comes rigged and ready to fish with a Shout salt water
Treble hook and is available in a variety of colours.
Casting Weight: 3g, 5g, 10g, 20g

Code: J403

Colour: Blue, Blue Pink, Pink, Red Gold, Red Zebra, Silver

The Ring Rocker hook is an LRF style ringed hook that offers
added movement through the use of the a ring that is spliced
into the hooks eye.
Size: 3/0 (5pcs), 2/0 (5pcs), 1 (5pcs), 2 (5pcs), 3 (5pcs), 10 (5pcs).

P-Line Stop Glue MD

JungleGym J503
Move Stopper

JungleGym J504
Skip Snap Power Clip

Make the line Stronger by Removing
ALL The Knots!!!
Results are exceptional, in fact tests prove that by removing
knots the breaking strength can improve by 20/25% for nylon
and fluorocarbon and 40% for braid!
As a monofilament producer P Line know very well what kind
of problem knots give to our fishing lines. For this reason some
years ago we started a cooperation with some P-Line’s prostaff to find a system to join lines without knots. Our job wasn’t
easy but we obtained a really exceptional and revolutionary
result.
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Code: J503

Code: J504

Clever loop thread system for threading small rubber stoppers
onto your line. Size: S (30pcs), M (30pcs), L (30pcs).

A small micro style lure clip designed for use in LRF set ups.
Size: Normal (7pcs), Power (7pcs).

Contents
1 x 2gr bottle of Stop Glue MD
1 x Locking Needle
2 x Micro Dispensers
10 x Tube Connectors (red)
10 x Tube Connectors (transparent)

Stop Glue isn’t a glue like the others, in fact it contains just a
very little quantity of cyaniacrylate. A unique system composed
of welding components that create mycrofusions among
materials.
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Mullions, West Pitten, Plymouth, Devon, PL7 5BB
Telephone number:
0044 (0) 1752 881988
Telephone/Fax number:
0044 (0) 1752 880111
Email:
enquiries@bluezonefishing.co.uk
sales@bluezonefishing.co.uk

